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The internet is built on packet switching: small units of information are sent from node to node in a telecommunications system and re-assembled at their destination. Before the internet there were large centralised computer networks based on circuit switching over telephone lines. An end-to-end circuit was kept open for transmission of data.

The Total Operations Processing System (TOPS) adopted by British Rail during the mid-1970’s is one example of an area wide telecoms linked computer network. The shift to computer based control of freight using TOPS was part of a long history of control and computation on the railways. British Rail used its own telephone system to run a nationwide hub-and-spoke information system. Their signalling staff helped manage the transition to a digital railway with innovations such as multiplexing, modems and desktop computers.

The US computer hardware and software for TOPS had its origins in American Cold War air defence initiatives. Ultimately, a centralised system was vulnerable. The advent of packet switching allowed a more decentralised approach to network design and IBM was side-lined by this disruptive change in technology. Yet TOPS was adapted to the new distributed architecture using packet switching and remains in use as legacy software.
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The internet is built on packet switching: small units of information are passed from node to node and re-assembled at their destination.¹ But, before the internet there were large, area wide computer communication systems based on circuit switching of telephone lines. An end-to-end circuit needed to be kept open throughout the entire transmission of data.²

UK defence and nationalised industries such as electricity and gas were pioneers in nationwide, large-scale circuit switched private communication systems.³ Here we explore just one system that was a precursor to the internet, operated by publicly owned British Rail. This system adopted innovations such as computer-to-computer communications and multiplexing which were building blocks for the later internet. It ran on British Rail own countrywide telephone system.

In turn, British Rail’s national computer-based train operating system in the 1970’s was developed from an american air-defence system. The British Rail TOPS system used “command and control” architecture with hub-and-spoke circuit-switched communications. The rigid design of TOPS stands in contrast to the subsequent evolution of the internet as a decentralised, packet switched network. TOPS is unusual as it made the transition to packet switching and still underpins train information, for instance on mobile ‘phones. “TRUST” – “Trains Running System TOPS” – is at the heart of all recorded train movements in the UK. TOPS evolved with technology into the era of distributed networks, packet switching and internet protocols.

The TOPS computer system was implemented by British Railways to monitor and control its freight traffic from August 1973 onwards. By Autumn 1975 TOPS kept track of every freight train, loco and wagon and their movements across the whole British Rail network, working in real time. For the first time, British Rail knew where its freight assets were and what they were doing. TOPS achieved a complete shift in the
management of goods traffics from a system based on paper, telephone calls and traditional practices to universal computer input via telecommunications.

This paper shows how the American SAGE military air defence system evolved into the civilian TOPS system, first at Southern Pacific Railroad in California and then on much larger scale at British Rail. SAGE was a centralised air defence system which responded to radar warnings of Soviet bomber attacks on the USA. In the same way, TOPS was an “early warning system” for British Rail freight trains. For the first time, marshalling yards knew what train was arriving. It demonstrates the impact of the military priorities on early systems architecture and the way in which techniques such as multiplexing and real time computing diffused from US defence into the unlikely context of British Rail freight.

The Total Operations and Processing System

TOPS stood for “Total Operations and Processing System”. The complete system was officially inaugurated on 27th October 1975. TOPS allowed British Rail to keep tabs on its freight rolling stock using IBM 370 mainframe computers and disk memory storage installed at Marylebone in London. Information was generated and received at over 150 Area Freight Terminals across Britain. By 1975 all these offices were equipped with pioneer mini-computers – Datapoint 2200 version 2 machines with 12K of memory, a built-in green screen visual display and two tape cassette decks. They were universally known as “Ventek” machines as the overall terminal system including card punch/reader, printer and interface cards was known as Ventek 9200.

Communications were circuit switched between computers over British Rail’s own telephone network using frequency division multiplexing. In this fashion a large number of messages could be sent side-by-side down the same telephone line. Modems converted local digital data to analogue signals for fast onward transmission. These signals were then demodulated, or “de-muxed”, and converted back to digital at
Marylebone. British Rail’s expertise in signalling and telecommunications drove these two radical innovations of computer to computer transmission and multiplexing.

The software for the TOPS system ran on “middleware” called TOPSTRAN, an assembler based macro language which used IBM macros to call-up files and handle instructions and data.9 Because the system was circuit switched, each message was preceded by a telephone number – a TOPS LATA, a “Line Address Terminal Address”. For instance, the LATA for the Central Wagon Authority at Room 201, BR Headquarters, in London was C172900.10 The system also allowed ZZ text messages between terminals, a precursor to e-mails and also a focus of much entertainment as well as communication.

TOPS was a massive data handling operation. By 1976, TOPS was controlling up to 4,500 freight trains and 100,000 wagon movements each day across 11,000 miles of track via the Area Freight Terminals across the UK and at Dunkirk and Zebrugge in Europe. Every type of cargo, every siding and every wagon was coded into the database.

**The Defence Background to Computer Communications**

Military design shaped the pre-internet communications environment. The military influence is hardly surprising. The US Department of Defense funded almost three-quarters of american industrial R&D spending in sectors such as electronics and aerospace during the early Cold War.11

TOPS shows the links between defence electronics and civilian use of technology. Here we explore the hinterland between telecommunications and computing during the Cold War, and in particular, “command and control” architecture based on centralised hub-and-spoke communications architecture.

To understand the defence background to TOPS, we need to show the importance of SAGE – the US military “Semi-Automatic Ground
Environment” – in driving progress in computing and advancing the interaction between computers and telecommunications. SAGE was a centralised air defence system which provided a response to radar warnings of Soviet bomber attacks on the USA. The evolution of the SAGE military air defence system of the US into the TOPS civilian system first at Southern Pacific in the USA, and then at British Rail shows the impact of military priorities on early systems architecture.

**Command and Control - Chain Home to SAGE**

SAGE itself was a direct descendant of the British World War 2 Chain Home radar warning system. Chain Home worked through voice telling over dedicated landlines the plots of enemy aircraft detected by radar to a centralised filter room. The tracks of incoming aircraft were displayed on a tracking table, sifted and refined for accuracy. These tracks were transferred to a centralised control room where a second tracking table allowed fighter aircraft to be deployed to intercept hostile attacks.

Chain Home was slow moving and labour intensive. It required considerable skill to evaluate overlapping plots, calculate the ground range of the target, cope with the peculiarities of each radar station and determine the best interception. It was also difficult to integrate fighter cover and anti-aircraft defence of the same airspace.

At the beginning of the Battle of Britain, RAF Stanmore was filtering the returns from 57 operational radar sites around the coast of the UK. At its peak in May 1944, the Chain Home system was receiving reports from 208 radar stations and labour shortages became acute. Speed of response was not so crucial in an era of propeller driven aircraft.

After the Second World War, the US Defense Department appreciated a swifter “quick reaction” response was needed towards faster moving jet aircraft, especially as the threat was of greater magnitude in a nuclear era. There were likely to be multiple points of attack. To add to the confusion, civil air traffic was growing rapidly in US airspace, adding more tracks to
the radar. Early Warning Radar systems needed to probe out to longer range, greater heights and establish the size and nature of incoming attacks. Early Warning Radar Systems needed to work with fewer people - faster.

The Tizard Mission from the UK to the United States in 1940 gave fresh impetus to US radar developments and agreement that the US would focus on particular development projects. The US Radiation Laboratory – “Rad Lab” went on to develop servo-controlled gun directors integrated with radar sets. The success of automatic radar controlled anti-aircraft fire control was demonstrated from the Anzio beach-head in Italy from February 1944 onwards. The US system was built on the Radiation Lab’s SCR-584 radar and Bell Labs’ M9 potentiometer based Gun Director combined with proximity fuzes in the noses of the shells. The achievements of automated gun control suggested a systems approach to air defence harnessing computers was the way forward. If servo-mechanisms could shoot down V-1 flying bombs, surely computer based systems were the way to supplement human perception, decision making and responses for air defence in the jet era?

From Cape Cod to SAGE

The idea of an air defence system managed by a digital computer was first trialled on the “Cape Cod system”, which came into operation in September 1953.

"The system was the first large-scale, real-time control system that combined remote sensing and complex control operations, all controlled by a central digital computer and supervised by human operators." 

The Cape Cod system was built around a temperamental prototype digital computer called Whirlwind based at MIT in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Radar data was sent across eastern Massachusetts on leased ‘phone lines working at voice bandwidth using amplitude modulated signals from a
World War 2 vintage Microwave Early Warning radar at Hanscom Field, at Bedford, Massachusetts. 20

The role of the Whirlwind digital computer was to collect target reports from the radar network, transform the various reports onto a common set of co-ordinates, continue to perform automatic tracking based on radar reports at 10-12 second intervals, and calculate computer trajectories for interceptor aircraft. Initial tests in April 1951 showed it was possible to collect and process data and calculate an interception, at least for slow, propeller driven aircraft flown by the local Air National Guard Unit. This “proof of concept” showed the system would work in principle, and construction of the full prototype “Cape Cod System” was ordered three days later.

More up-to-date radar, dedicated ‘phone lines, larger, more reliable random access memory on Whirlwind, and the development of “interactive” display consoles were just some of the factors which improved reliability and showed computer controlled air defence to be feasible within two years and five months of the go-ahead for the full-scale trial.

The Whirlwind computer has taken the limelight. But, it is important to emphasise the revolutionary telecommunications developments used in the second stage of the Cape Cod experiment. A decision was made to process radar signals at source before onward transmission, instead of transmitting the radar video image to the computer. 21 This made much better use of the available telecommunications bandwidth. A machine known as Fine Grain Data (FGD) was developed. This separated radar echoes in to their individual component pulse returns and the target position was determined as a weighted average of these separate pulses. The coordinates of this target and time of occurrence were then stored in binary form on a multiple track magnetic drum. Two 1,300 bit per second analogue circuits were used to transmit this data to the digital computer. This was arguably one of the first applications of a modem – a device for
converting digital data from a computer into analogue form for transmission over a conventional ‘phone line’.\textsuperscript{22}

In addition, radar returns and height information from height radars was stored by the Fine Grain Data machine and transmitted over the same two circuits using time-division multiplexing. This approach, using modems and multiplexing, was adopted throughout the SAGE system and was to play a key role in adoption of TOPS by British Rail 18 years later. As was anticipated at the time "Improved techniques arising from this military application will find application also for industrial users." \textsuperscript{23}

The way was clear to develop an air defence system which would blanket the entire United States – The Semi-Automatic Ground Environment System - SAGE. This used 30 direction centres across the United States and Canada. Each centre was responsible for a Sector. Each centre building contained two IBM built AN/FSQ-7 valve based computers for processing the radar data – one computer for current operation and one for back-up.\textsuperscript{24} Duplication of computers at each direction centre was an early example of fail-safe computer operations. The pair of computers worked in real time with a near seamless switch over between operating computer and back-up. Again this feature was to be replicated in British Rail’s TOPS system at their sector “centre” at Marylebone, in London.

**Hub and Spoke**

SAGE first came into military operation in June 1958 at McGuire Airforce base, New Jersey. SAGE is credited with transforming the US computer industry with a sequence of hardware, software and communication innovations and catapulting IBM into manufacturing leadership in the computer sector.\textsuperscript{25} Key computing innovations were adopted by this giant project, ranging from magnetic core memories to time-sharing and the first widespread use of modems. SAGE also introduced a systems approach to the management of large projects. By 1959, the project employed *half* the software programmers in America.\textsuperscript{26}
IBM were not responsible for the software for SAGE or the telecommunications, but they were responsible for the interface between telecommunications and the computer which was to prove crucial for TOPS. At its height, SAGE funded 7,000 to 8,000 IBM employees out of a US total of 39,000 in 1955. The project taught IBM how to manufacture large volumes of mainframe computers, including crucial components such as ferrite core memories. But, it also prompted IBM to develop software to handle telecommunications. IBM began to sell these skills integrating a mainframe computer with remote terminals via telecommunications equipment under the brand name “teleprocessing”. They were not the only seller of telephone links to computers. Nor were they the best. But they were the dominant firm in US computing. Teleprocessing set IBM off on a trajectory of developing telecommunications linkage of computers.

**Cold War to Coal Trains**

IBM’s know-how was rolled out to the American Airlines SABRE booking systems. Less well known is the extensive TOPS collaboration to develop a “teleprocessing System” to manage Southern Pacific’s freight trains. The trade press commented at the time: “For IBM, suppliers of much of the hardware and software, TOPS represents a big opportunity to break ground in the lucrative area of transportation control.” TOPS was not so much “swords into ploughshares” as “Cold War to coal trains”.

SABRE and TOPS were not the first use of a centralised computer for business data processing. The Lyons Company in the UK relied on daily orders ‘phoned in from Lyons Corner Houses around the country. The Lyons Electronic Office computer, Leo 1, was developed to manage stock control for all their tea rooms, processing their orders overnight and despatching deliveries early the next day, as well as managing their extensive payroll. Staff from Corner Houses around the country would wait for a ‘phone call at pre-arranged times so that their order up-dates could be put on to punched cards. Some Corner Houses lacked telephones, so the manageress would take a chance on the local public
‘phone box being available at the critical time for the incoming call. While the Lyons experiment was revolutionary, it did not integrate computers and telecommunications. It was the “Chain Home” of business communication.

**TOPS – Command and Control for Freight Trains**

TOPS was developed in the USA through a collaboration between IBM and the Southern Pacific Railroad. Southern Pacific began a feasibility study for computer control of freight flows with IBM in June 1960 which was developed during the 1960’s into a practical piece of software called TOPS by a subsidiary called Tops On-Line Inc., 80% owned by the Southern Pacific Railroad and 20% owned by IBM. Southern Pacific formally bought a complete system for commercial use from its partner IBM at a cost of $21.5 million in 1966. Included in this price was all the systems analysis, programming, communications facilities, hardware, and all of the on-line files. In total there were 700,000 lines of machine code instructions – not too dissimilar to the alleged one million lines of code for SAGE. The system was due on line by late-1970.

The overall “command and control” architecture of TOPS derived from the SAGE model. Looked at in detail, the bespoke TOPSTRAN software was essentially a set of IBM Macros which called forth the appropriate sub-routines and activated drives with the help of some assembler language. The emphasis was on file handling to update and store data on the complete railroad operation. The whole freight data-base was managed by two IBM 360, model 65 computers at Southern Pacific’s Market Street headquarters in San Francisco. It was not used for train control. That remained the preserve of the railway operations side.

TOPS in the USA relied on telecommunications-to-computer interfaces developed on SAGE. These interfaces used binary digital data sent over telephone circuits in analogue form to the direction centres. Early versions of TOPS implemented on North American freight railroads were constrained by point to point communication which tied up a single phone
line whenever a single flow of data was being transmitted. Circuit switching requires the circuit to remain open all the time data is flowing. This was sufficient for US railroads accustomed to running one train a day from each freight yard. Southern Pacific also had its own extensive microwave telecommunications network. But, tying up a whole circuit to transmit one message would not work for a complex freight network like British Rail.

**The Neglected Freight Railway in the UK**

In the UK, British Railways freight operations were neglected for a decade after the Second World War. This was a time of rapidly growing competition from the road haulage sector. The motorway building programme started at the end of the 1950’s. The first stretch of the M6 motorway – the “Preston by-pass” - opened on 5th December 1958. Better roads reduced transit times for freight moved by lorry. The reliability and speed of diesel lorries improved too. De-regulation of lorry freight brought more direct competition. Road freight was also door-to-door - origin-to-destination, obviating the need for transhipment at railway sidings or freight depots before departure and on arrival. So the newly named British Rail faced acute competition for goods traffic by the 1960’s.

British Rail had some ‘fast’ freight trains (where every wagon was fitted with a braking system controlled by the driver) with a maximum speed of 45 mph. But there were still many ‘mixed’ goods trains, with wagons having no more than a parking brake, and overall train braking reliant on the skill of the driver and guard working together. These “unfitted”, mixed goods trains conveyed individual wagons from marshalling yard to marshalling yard across the country. As might be expected, these trains did not travel quickly relative to road competition, nor was it easy to monitor goods once they were in transit, or keep them secure when being ‘marshalled’ in yards for onward movement. British Rail sought to preserve this wagon load traffic against competition from road lorries.
A struggle for control

Railways long struggled to control their complicated businesses and large physical networks. The railways were pioneer users of the telegraph which was in regular use from 1839. The first Hollerith machines were installed on the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway by 1905 at their head offices at Hunt’s Bank in Manchester. This started a long association between computers and the railways. So it was logical that the post-World War II nationalised railway industry looked to computers to deliver significant change to the British Rail network between 1965 and 1975.

Contrary to its image, British Rail had extensive knowledge and experience of modern computing which had been applied at an early stage to pensions, payroll, timetabling, signalling and research. British Rail had already worked with a wide range of computer suppliers including, ICT/ICL (Crewe and Peterborough), Honeywell (Reading), IBM (Darlington), Ferranti and Elliott Automation. They also used analogue computers for research at Derby.

British Rail also had huge skills in telecommunications with their own nationwide ‘phone network. Their signalling staff already had experience with modern electronics such as multiplexing. But, the enormity of the task of developing a computer based freight control system from scratch soon became apparent and British Railways started a worldwide search for an off-the-shelf solution. They had sufficient in-house skills to appreciate they could not do it by themselves. At the same time, they had the “absorptive capacity” to procure and adapt an off-the-shelf system for their own needs.

By the end of the 1960’s almost every railway network worldwide was looking to computers as a way to manage their freight operations. The British Rail review team were heavily influenced by an ambitious computerisation scheme at Canadian National who had turned to
Southern Pacific in the USA for help following difficulties with their own in-house development.\textsuperscript{44}

British Rail were keen to purchase TOPS from Southern Pacific as a software solution for the much bigger UK freight system. They had to overcome three obstacles: the political difficulties surrounding the purchase of American computer hardware and software, the problems raised by the sheer complexity of the British Rail system compared to the US railroad, and the need for on-line “real time” communications across a wide range of terminals.

British Railways Board approved the acquisition of TOPS in June 1971 and Government approval was obtained in October. British Rail then bought software and technical support from TOPS Online Services. \textsuperscript{45} Jack Pfeiffer, from TOPS-Online became their Resident Manager in London from 1971 to 1976.

In principle, British Rail was bound by contract to slavishly copy all the American software and equipment. Some of the IBM hardware was obsolete and offered poor technical performance. British Rail soon gained the confidence to break parts of the contract, selling off their obsolete electro-mechanical IBM 1050 punch card terminals used at Area Freight Centres and replacing them with mini-computers of British Rail’s choosing. Given the inadequate transmission speed, poor mechanical reliability and archaic design of the IBM terminals, TOPS Online Services were in no position to object. British Rail also adopted newer IBM technology for the communications controllers and used newly available 3330 disc drives.

British Rail’s adoption of TOPS was as much a telecommunications revolution as a computing one. Southern Pacific Lines only ran 400 freight trains a day. British Rail ran 3,500 trains daily which meant much bigger data flows. British Rail’s own national telephone network had been widely modernised during the 1960’s with coaxial cable. \textsuperscript{46} This extensive cable network had the advantage of providing alternative paths for data
signals in the event of a link failing. For example, data from a TOPS terminal at Avonmouth could be switched to Marylebone either via Birmingham and Derby, or via Paddington. 47

The twin technical breakthroughs in adoption of TOPS at British Rail were the use of modems at either end of the phone line which allowed digital data signals to be transmitted down an ordinary phone line in high speed analogue form and the ability to multiplex these signals, allowing up to eight separate data signals to be sent down the same line at once.

To explain: The number of separate signals which could be sent down one phone line depended upon the speed of data transmission. At 600 baud, a ‘phone line would only allow one voice conversation. The TOPS data signals were sent from Ventek terminals at a speed of 200 baud – (or 134.5 baud from offices briefly equipped with early IBM 1050 punched card terminals.) This speed of transmission allowed for eight channels in an audio band.

These eight channels used by TOPS were separated by shifting the frequency on the audio carrier. This is analogous to tuning an old fashioned radio dial to select a radio station. The frequency of the eight channels went up in increments of 340 Hz. So the first channel frequency ranged from 850 Hz up to 1020 Hz (a range of 170 Hz). There was then a guard channel. The second began at 1190 - 340 above the first - and went up to 1360, and so on up to channel 8 from 3230 to 3400 Hz. 48 In this fashion eight messages could be transmitted simultaneously along a conventional British Rail trunk telephone circuit. This particular process of carrying multiple frames of data back-to-back down the same telephone line was known as “frequency division multiplexing” (FDM) or “frequency stacking” and was one of the breakthroughs needed to allow TOPS to work in the context of the British Rail telephone system.

The modems - supplied by Lenkurt Electric Company of San Carlos, California - took the slow speed direct current digital input from TOPS area offices and converted them into high speed alternating current
analogue signals for onward transmission to Blandford House, Marylebone in London. At Marylebone, the data was converted back to direct current binary format for the computer. The process was reversed for outgoing messages from Marylebone to the Area Freight Centres.

These technical solutions conceal an elegant and cost-effective design. The particular modem used, a Lenkurt 25c, conditioned each data signal for transmission at a particular frequency slot on the telephone line. So the signal was frequency modulated and translated to analogue in one device.\(^{49}\) A separate multiplexer was not needed. Frequency Division Multiplexing was arguably better for long distance, uninterrupted transmission. Time Division Multiplexing would have required a separate multiplexer.

TOPS allowed British Railways to keep tabs on its freight rolling stock across the whole rail network in real time using central computers at Blandford House, Marylebone in London. TOPS achieved a complete shift in the management of goods traffics from a system based on paper, telephone calls and traditional practices to universal computer input via telecommunications. Real time processing replaced human contact. TOPS not only brought a marked improvement in the use of assets, it also shaped the way in which the future railway would be organised and managed.

**Domesday Book on disc**

Adoption of computer control of freight required a systematic inventory of railway assets with a consistent numbering system. For the first time, there was a listing of every freight sidings, every operator, every wagon and loco and every cargo carried. The result was a veritable “Domesday Book” for the railway, kept on tiers of magnetic disks at Blandford House, Marylebone.\(^{50}\) This data storage was formed of 32 IBM 3330 disc packs, each pack having a 100 Mb storage capacity reached by random access.
The TOPS system relied upon a feed of information from all the marshalling yards across Britain. In order to keep track of every train movement, TOPS divided the country initially into 152 Train Responsibility Areas (TRA’s). This was a 24 hour operation as many goods trains move at night. TOPS Offices – officially known as “Area Freight Centres” - were established across the country from Inverness to Dover (and even abroad at Dunkirk and Zebrugge for train ferry traffic). These offices were data linked to the Marylebone computers using modems and British Rail’s own telephone network. Local outlying sidings and marshalling yards were linked in to their Area Freight Centre using pioneering fax machines – one machine for transmitting and one for receiving.51

Details of each goods train would be supplied to the central computers using punched cards produced by the Ventek machines. In effect, each deck of cards would mimic the train itself, with a locomotive card at the front and individual cards for each wagon. In this fashion, the goods office would transmit the “consist” of each train to the central computers. The jargon “consist” revealed the American origins of the software – literally each train consisted of so many wagons. A train could not move unless its consist had been sent for updating on the central computer.52

The central computer would process information from area offices and send on the train consists to their next destination. For the very first time, freight managers knew what would be arriving at their yards. Customers were able to trace their freight consignment as it moved across the rail network, and in principle wagons couldn’t go missing as frequently happened in the past. 53

**Punched cards and Portakabins**

The first TOPS offices were given IBM 1050 terminals, but these were soon supplanted by Datapoint terminals, effectively small mini computers, which used unusual 96 character Ventek cards for coding data, arranged in three tiers of 32 6-bit characters. They were programmed using tape cassettes (which allowed for additional loading of elementary games!) 54
The TOPS offices were located on remote marshalling yards. Half of them were specially commissioned Portakabins. Becoming a TOPS clerk was a heaven-sent opportunity for young British Rail clerks as it meant rapid promotion, overtime earnings and entry into the new field of computing.

The TOPS operating centre – Blandford House at Marylebone – was described as “space age” at the time. It contained two IBM 370 main frame computers – briefly three when the peak “cutover” was taking place. The ground floor of Blandford House was devoted to communications. There were initially three 2703’s multiplexors in use and three on standby. These were soon replaced by IBM’s delayed 3705 pre-processors to help communications routines. The first floor housed the “big iron” - the IBM 370 computers and all their back-up files on disc drives. One of these mainframes ran the system and one was available for immediate back-up. The top floor was given over to the programming team that translated the US software into working routines for British Rail. By 1976, TOPS was controlling up to 4,500 freight trains and 100,000 wagon movements each day across 11,000 miles of track via the Area Freight Terminals across the UK and at Dunkirk and Zebrugge in Europe. This amounted to a million freight train miles a week across the system.

Implementation of TOPS was more akin to a military operation than a conventional BR project. The organisation had a headquarters to itself, Blandford House, separate from the main British Railways Head Office next door. It had a clear leader - Bob Arnott, the project manager - and a specially recruited task force of staff including programmers, telecommunications experts and a training staff equipped with their own four-coach training train which moved around the TOPS Areas as they “cutover”.

TOPS was implemented between August 1973 and October 1975. The first pilot “cutover” exercise took place in the Plymouth and St Blazey area, the China Clay district of Cornwall. This was a relatively isolated part of the UK network, having only one mainline connection out, but lots of freight
movement within it. The summer weather was atrocious and the inspectors waded around the china clay terminals checking the details of the wagons in the rain while ankle deep in a “sea of Brylcreem”- wet, white kaolin.\textsuperscript{59} By September 30\textsuperscript{th} 1973 TOPS had taken over across the West Country.\textsuperscript{60} The final cut-over was the North East – ironic given the large number of Geordies in the TOPS Team.

TOPS \textit{worked}, and still works in modified form.\textsuperscript{61} Every freight train ran under TOPS with the exception of some strategic cargoes during the Falklands War of 1982. There were teething problems at the outset due to duplicate wagon numbers, individual wagons having different numbers on each side and a failure to record all wagon movements in and out of yards. Audits gradually ensured full compliance.\textsuperscript{62}

The TOPS system was soon modified and enlarged to include and survived privatisation. The central operation was moved to Crewe on Christmas Day 1987 and Blandford House in London sold off for property development. The TOPS system evolved into a distributed network using packet switching. Among its many additional tasks today is to log train operational data which allows for ‘delay attribution’, part of the way the privatised railway system works. This system is called ‘TRUST’ – Trains Running Under System TOPS.

\textbf{Too Vulnerable}

Technology development is often path dependent.\textsuperscript{63} But every so often that path is disrupted by un-foreseen technical developments and social forces. Radical innovations - partly of military origin - were to shift telecommunications technology onto a new course with packet switching and the emergence of the internet. Centralised hub-and-spoke systems such as SAGE and TOPS were obsolete as originally conceived with the change from circuit switching to packet switching.

There is an evident flaw in the design of centralised command and control systems such as SAGE and the original TOPS. If Blandford House were to
fail, the complete TOPS system across the whole of Britain would fail. To quote a joke of the operators at the time, it would have been a case not of TOPS, but “BOTTOMS” – “Back on to the old manual system”. 64

The US Department of Defense recognised that a well-placed nuclear strike could disable their whole preparation for war by knocking out central computer hubs. There was a need for a distributed system where capability was spread around.

It should be emphasised that a centralised system with point to point communication has many advantages. There is only one central point of reference, so there is no discrepancy between records in different file stores as one is up-dated, but not the other. It is secure and self-contained. Circuit switching uses reserved bandwidth for the entire transmission time and any break in transmission would be immediately noted. So, it is hard to hack.

The RAND Corporation, NPL and Packet Switching

The need for survivable communications in the event of a nuclear attack was recognised at an early stage of the Cold War. A flexible defence posture required continuing communication between political authorities after a nuclear exchange (Edwards, 1996, pp.131-3).65 There was also a broader consideration of military strategy that defence is best decentralized as a local response to attack, rather than subject to central control.

The US response to the nuclear threat was the technical breakthrough of packet switching for telecommunications. There were many precursors to packet switching – the postal service for instance. But, in a brilliant paper finally released in 1964, Baran explicitly proposed a:

"... distributed communication network concept in which each station is connected to all adjacent stations rather than to a few switching points, as in a centralized system. The payoff for a distributed configuration in terms of
survivability in the cases of enemy attach directed against nodes, links or combinations of nodes and links is demonstrated. 66

Baran summarises extensive work for RAND and outlines "simple switching mechanisms using an adaptive store-and-forward routing policy to handle all forms of digital data." 67 The idea was that the process would be so swift the message would seem to arrive almost instantly. This solved the previous problem with “store and forward” systems where messages tended to accumulate at congested nodes in a network, like parcels at a Christmas postal depot.

At the same time, at the National Physical Laboratory in the UK, Donald Davies was proposing packet switching for a more innocent commercial reason: to help free up line capacity – in effect, a form of telecommunications time-sharing.68 It is said that a member of the Ministry of Defence broke the news to Davies that his novel idea was already current in US defence research.69 Arpanet and the UK EPSS first generation packet switched networks began to be specified by the late 1960’s, but it was to take many years before CCITT standards emerged and packet switching became the technology of choice.

The development of packet switching as an alternative to circuit switching is a complex subject, overlain by the messianic fervour of its advocates.70 It is an example of “interpretive flexibility” – a technology that can be shaped by social forces to mean different things to different groups. Developed from military necessity and a desire to run programmes on computers located elsewhere, it was to spawn the internet. But no one can claim that was the intention.

Packet switching has two inherent advantages – robustness and better use of bandwidth. Circuit switching of the sort used by TOPS was in pervasive use for data transmission up until the end of the 1960’s. Since data tends to be sent in short bursts, over 90% of the circuit time was idle. Yet packet switching, which allocated bandwidth dynamically, was technically complicated for data traffic. In some respects, the
complicated technology didn’t matter, as in the early days, the producers of the technology were also the users, so they could just figure it out.\textsuperscript{71}

Ironically, British Rail had a “STRAD” store and forward message switching system prior to adoption of TOPS which routed their telex services in the London Midland Region.\textsuperscript{72} STRAD stood for “Signal Transmit Receive And Distribute”. This was built by STC and installed around 1964 in Mercury House, Crewe. It worked at 50 baud across the transmission and cable network of BR. It remained in use until the 1980’s when it was replaced by the National Teleprinter Network.

**Conclusion**

TOPS was criticised at the time. *New Scientist* (1971) claimed it was too expensive, saying that “British Rail had chosen to go first class with its new computer system, even though other railways have found that second class gets you there for less money”.\textsuperscript{73} They went on to argue: "TOPS is a product of the early 1960's computer euphoria. Its basic assumption is that you can control anything if only you can collect enough information and store the data in a large enough computer." *New Scientist’s* narrow focus on technology missed the point. The aim was a transformation in the managerial culture of British Railways. And the system worked.\textsuperscript{74}

In many respects TOPS was a sophisticated patch on a struggling system. Individual wagon load freight from “anywhere to anywhere” was abandoned in 1984 in favour of “Speedlink” which grouped together wagons into segments to make up into trains which could follow a common route, avoiding any marshalling yards en route.\textsuperscript{75}

In some respects, TOPS is a requiem to the first generation of telecommunications-computer networks – “the end of the line” for hierarchical command and control systems. Yet, British Rail’s TOPS system is still working 50 years after initial adoption. TOPS evolved into the era of distributed networks, packet switching and internet protocols. The legacy core system has been continuously modified by the addition
of interrelated software packages covering areas such as locomotive maintenance and passenger operations. The TRUST system – “Trains running under System TOPS” underpins passenger information available on mobile ‘phones. So TOPS made the transition from centralised command-and-control architecture to a distributed network.

The shift to computer based control of freight using the TOPS system at British Rail during the mid-1970’s should be seen as part of a history of control and computation on the railways. Adoption of TOPS was a shift from a traditional railway based on custom and practice to a network using centralised control and information systems. The US computer hardware and software for TOPS had its origins in American Cold War air defence initiatives supplied by IBM. But ultimately, a centralised system was vulnerable. The advent of packet switching allowed a more decentralised approach to network design and IBM was side-lined by this disruptive change in technology. But TOPS adapted to the new distributed architecture helped by adoption of packet switching. In that respect it continues to be part of the long history of the interplay between telecommunications and computers.

________________________________________________________________________
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Figure 1 Britain’s Chain-Home radar system was the precursor to centralised command and control air defence systems (image courtesy of Mike Dean.)
Figure 2  Use of radar and analog computers to direct anti-aircraft fire helped make the case for computer controlled air defence systems in the USA. An M-10 Gun Director, 1944

Figure 3  The Semi-Automatic Ground Environment (SAGE) for US air defence drew on the early success of the Cape Cod experiments. (Enticknap and Schuster, 1959, p.828)
Figure 4. TOPS was the application of centralised command and control architecture to the British Rail freight system (The Railway Museum)
Figure 5. Wagon load freight was traditionally shunted at marshalling yards on the basis of custom and practice. Examining wagon labels at Tinsley, Yorkshire (The Railway Museum)
Figure 6. Blandford House at Marylebone, the TOPS headquarters, was space age in its day. (The Railway Museum)

Figure 7. Area Freight Centres used minicomputers to help transmit and receive TOPS information. Note the small CRT screen and two cassette tape drives on top. The purpose built desk conceals the interface equipment in the “tank”.
Figure 8. Half the Area Freight Offices were in Portakabins located on remote railway sidings across Britain (The Railway Museum)

Figure 9 Front End Processing of TOPS messages for the IBM mainframes took place on the Ground Floor Control Room of Blandford House
Figure 10  The Lenkurt 25C Modem was one of the technical developments in telecommunications transmission which made adoption of TOPS by BR possible (photo Sam Hallas)